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Jose #2 

Why I Chose It: I chose "I Got a Soul, But I'm Not a Soldier" from 

The Killers for several reasons. The first one would be starting 

about 4 months ago when my cousins told me about the concert of 

The Killers in Mexico and how they sing cool songs. Then I 

downloaded for my I-pod some songs and I liked best this one. It 

also reminds me of how few people get to be want they want, like 

having a soul and being a soldier, and how in the end if you 

continue, if you can hold on and stay standing, you might win the 

battle when everything is lost. Lastly, I also realized that I could 

work with this song by changing its lyrics with quite a facility, 

because I knew the song very well. 

 

Citation: The Killers."I Got a Soul, But I'm Not a Soldier"Hot 

Fuss.2004 

 

My Egyptian Self: I am the good-old Ramses, one of the lasts 

pharaohs in a dynasty that ruled Egypt in the last and Third 

Dynasty before being conquered by Alexander the Great of 

Greece. I was left behind when my people found a new pharaoh 

and we were being attacked by the Greeks. And by not giving 

orders as pharaohs, I worked and learned how we get the food and 

riches even though we are surrounded by a dry desert and about 

our “ Similar Natural Environment” . At the end, I continue being 

the good pharaoh and go the throne in the great pyramid I wanted 

to be in. 

 

I think that you did a really good job at showing who your 

character was, and you even explained who the pharaoh was which 

is Ramses and what he did which made your work look good. For 

your scoring about the river valley characteristics, I would say 

OUTSTANDING because it was very well thought out, and it had 

a lot of information explaining about what pharaoh you were. You 

also talked about how you got food and riches even thought you 

were surrounded by a desert and also you talked about the 

pyramids. For the next time I would suggest that you talk a little 

bit more about the pyramids. For your lyrics I think that you 

deserve a GOOD because of these reasons you changed your lyrics 

nicely, your lyrics helped me picture the whole setting in my head 

pretty well but, I think you could have done better with the 

vocabulary. Still it was very well done. Now for your Recording I 

would have to give you an GOOD because your song was good, 

and so were the words and everything. Although it was great, I 
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think there was one little problem which was that it was kind of 

low and I had to put my computer higher so I could hear what you 

were saying, but other from that I think you did well. 

By: Andy 

 

 

 

 
You did a god job in the river valley characteristics. I would give 

an outstanding to that area because you used more than three river 

valley characteristics, and they are all accurate. Some of them also 

talked about who you are in the song. 

You did a good job changing your lyrics, but in some lines you 

kind of use the old lyrics as a template for your own. I think you 

deserve a good, because there are some words from the old song, 

but I was able to make a picture in my head and the vocabulary 

was quite interesting. 

In your podscast, the volume was good, the words were clear and it 

did sound like a song, so I think this area deserves an outstanding.  

I like the way that you chose a specific king and said his name, and 

that you went quite deep in the river valley characteristics. Maybe 

next time you should work on changing the lyrics completely. The 

rest is really good. 

From Milagros 
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And when there's 

nowhere else to 

run  

If you found 

someone new to 

rule  

I Got the Crown and 

I'm still the 

pharaoh.mp3  

Is there room for 

one more song  

What will happen 

to the old pharaoh  

These changes 

ain't changing me  

Before the Greeks 

came back on me  

The gold-hearted 

boy I used to be  

The good-old 

Ramses I used to  
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be 

Yeah  Yeah 
 

You know you got 

to help me out- 

Yeah  

I want to be in the 

great - pyramid  

Oh don't you put 

me back on the 

burner  

Oh you will get me 

back to the throne  

You know you got 

to help me out- 

Yeah  

I want to be in the 

great - pyramid  

You know you got 

to help me out- 

Yeah  

Surrounds us the 

vast dry desert - No 

way 
 

You know you got 

to help me out- 

Yeah  

We will survive 

with magical - 

oasis 
 

You're gonna 

bring yourself 

down- Yeah  

The Nile river 

gives us life - Yeah  

You're gonna 

bring yourself 

down- Yeah  

Lots of fish and 

trading route - 

Yeah 
 

You're gonna 

bring yourself 

down  

With fertilized soil 

too  

I got a soul but 

I'm not a soldier  

I got the crown, 

and I'm still the 

Pharaoh 
 

I got a soul but 

I'm not a soldier  

I got the crown, 

and I'm still the 

Pharaoh 
 

I got a soul but 

I'm not a soldier  

I got the crown, 

and I'm still the 

Pharaoh 
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